Box Hardware
Brass Box Hardware - Detail your stained glass boxes and picture frames for that elegant and unique touch!
Solid brass pieces solder easily to your completed project. Proudly solder a brass *Made in USA* label to your work.
Pictured approximately full-size.
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Brass Box Hinges
A dozen tiny 7/16” long brass hinges solder
easily for stained glass box lids.
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Assembly Tray For 3-D Projects
Heavy plastic tray with 3 recessed wells
which hold the corner of your work
at an exact angle as you tack solder
together. Triangular, square and
pentagon geometric shapes are easily
assembled into jewelry boxes, paperweights, lamps & more! Includes
instructions for 8 exciting projects.
#PG05
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Inner
Tube
Outer tube with
bent inner tube

Brass Tube Hinge
12” long brass outer and inner tubes for hinging
stained glass box tops. Solder outer tube to the back
of your box top and solder inner tuber at right angle
on rear corners of box as shown.
#702

#740
Alligator

Jewelry Chain

Jewelry chain is used to support box lids when opened.
Use ball chain as a decorative edge trim on boxes, fan lamps, etc.
Cat.#
720
Copper Chain / Yd.
721
Silver Color Chain / Yd.
722
Brass Ball Chain / Yd.

Tinned Wire

#704

Suction Cups
11⁄2” dia. clear plastic with metal
hooks for hanging all your
suncatchers. Buy them by the bag
and save!
Bag of 10

#725T / #727T
20 gauge
16 gauge

#704Q Bag of 100

Hardwood Jewelry Box
Large box measures
8” x 11” x 3”
and will hold
jewelry, cigars,
etc. Completely
assembled, just add
your 6” x 9” stained
glass, fused glass or etched
panel to the hinged box lid and
you’re done.
#8611H

To reinforce foiled edges and for detail work such as flower stems,
etc. (Shown approximate actual thickness).
Cat.#
725T
20 ga. Tinned Wire / 75’
727T
16 ga. Tinned Wire / 30’

#742

#744

Ornament Rings
Nickel plated rings that solder easily to stained glass ornaments or
suncatchers for hanging.
Cat.#
742
1/4” dia.
742Q
1/4” dia. - 1 oz. (Approx. 225 pcs.)
744
1/2” dia.
744Q
1/2” dia. - 1 oz. (Approx. 80 pcs.).

Jack Chain

Antique brass jack chain is used for hanging small stained glass
panels.
Cat.#
748
Jack Chain / Yd.
748Q
Jack Chain / 50’ long

